
1 - Nylon cap is interlocked with caster stem to 
      prevent pull-out
2 - Vertical journal bearing design  
3 - 5/32 metal balls are cleaned and lubricated by
      the nylon and delrin raceways to prevent rust 
4 - Nylon-6 30% glass �lled yoke maximizes 
      tensile strength
5 - High density Thermoplastic Rubber wheel

Standard model wheel is soft, gray, high quality TPR tread
High impact black polypropylene hub

Also available in economical hard D65 Gray 
polypropylene with black polypropylene
hub and plain bore bearing 

Vertical Journal bearing 
Smooth operation with minimal vibration
Sealed bearing raceway prevents corrosion
Anti-rust bearing shaft

The P&H CLEANMASTER 
mop bucket caster is manufactured 
from environmentally friendly 
materials that make it recyclable, 
while maintaining its superior 
non-rusting properties. This caster 
features a raceway design that 
minimizes  vibration during opera-
tion to help keep water from 
splashing over the edges of the 
bucket.

This chemically resistant caster is 
designed to perform in wet or 
potentially corrosive environments.
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Recycleable, Non-rusting
Commercial Mop Bucket

Caster and Wheel
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High impact plastic eliminates rust
Durable nylon w/ 30% glass �ber 
Grade 5 Dacromet coating kingpin
Rust resistant Dacromet coated axle & nut

CASTER

APPLICATIONS

WHEEL
Hardness (durometer)  A65
Diameter   3”  
Weight    .36 lbs.
Tread Width   13/16“
Load Capacity   125 lbs.
Hub Width   1.35”
Bore    3/8”  
Wheel Bearing   Plain
Temperature Range       -20° F to 120° F

Replacement casters designed speci�cally to �t 
commercial and industrial portable mop 
buckets. Precision engineering ensures smooth 
and quiet gliding.  Uni�ied bayonet stem 
simpli�es installation. 

This caster is rust free and durable for wet 
environments where steel casters fail due to 
rust from moisture.  Features an integrated 
design requiring no assembly.  

MBC-3-A65

Attachment      7/16” socket
Overall Height  5 7/8”
Bore   13/16“
Wheel Diameter 3”
Load Capacity  125 lbs.
Weight   .83 lbs.
Hardness (durometer) A65 
Finish   Nylon-6 30% glass
   �lled yoke
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